
Ortonville, Minnesota
City Parks

Existing Trail 
Ortonville - Big Stone NWR

To connect Ortonville’s green spaces through reintroducing 
birdwatching. Big Stone National Wildlife Refuge (NWR), as well as Big 
Stone State Park, are home to over 251 bird species with 115 of those 
species nesting locally. Because of this large influx of birds in the area, 
bird watching is ideal. Bird watching requires observation structures.I 
have suggested five bird viewing structures. Although the NWR has 
some existing observation structures, the rest of the Big Stone Lake 
region lacks the  structures necessary to view wildlife.Through research 
I have identified areas throughout the Big Stone Lake region that will 
benefit from observation structures being implemented. I have identified 
four specific areas that will not only offer a greater opportunity for bird 
viewing, but in addition will help to connect the regional green spaces 
through this activity. 

Design Process

Geographically speaking, Ortonville is situated within three hours of many major metropolitan areas. With that 
being said, this lake city is ideal for a weekend get away or a small trip to experience the Minnesota wilderness. 
Although the town’s population is not significant, Ortonville offers a wide array of activities that you can not ex-
perience in the city. Ortonville also offers the opportunity to experience a State Park and NWR within a couple 
of miles of each other. Ortonville is one of only a couple of areas in the tri-state area that can boast having, not 
only a State Park, but also a National Wildlife Refuge.

State Parks and National Wildlife Refuge

Tri-state Metropolitan Areas

BirdTopia
Ortonville, Minnesota



Seasonal Calendar of Bird Species Birds of Interest
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How do you become 
a birdwatcher?

What do you need? When’s the best time? Steps to take.

Spring

Binoculars

Bug Spray Sun Screen Camo

Hat Checklist Study Look Pack

Observe Check

Fall

Morning

Waterfowl (90) Perching Upland (32) Song Birds (77)Upland Grazing (27)Birds of Prey (25)

251

Birdwatching is a very attractive and popular sport in North America. Being a tourism activity, 
birdwatching has the potential to bring thousands of dollars to local communities. No two loca-
tions are identical and that is the beauty of birdwatching.
There are many essentials to birdwatching. Having the right equipment can make or break 
your birdwatching experience. Spring and Fall are peak seasons of birdwatching because of 
the migratory season. When birdwatching it is critical to make a plan for your adventure. Study 
the area you are headed to. Look for local lodging and other resources in this area. Pack the 
right equipment. Once you arrive, observe the existing nature and check off the birds you see!

Birds can be found all throughout nature. Some birds prefer the canopy’s of trees, others prefer the low growing plants 
of the prairie, while majority of the birds of in the Big Stone Lake area enjoy the water. Each bird is unique in that they 
all occupy different space. Not every bird can be seen in the same place twice, but with the use of my suggested ob-
servation structures, any bird is possible to see!     

Birds are viewed at different heights. Depending on the bird, you will be able to see them on the lake or flying in the air. Birds are 
living, breathing creatures who affect our planet just as much as us. This graph shows which birds can be viewed at which height. 
Viewing height is critical in observing birds in their natural habitat. Viewing structures make this task more efficent and welcoming 
for birdwatchers to do what they love!
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Sheltered Dock - Lakeside Park

This viewing platform allows the residents to take advantage of 
the body of water that Ortonville is situated next to. Peep holes 
are cutout to maximize viewing pleasure without the distraction 
of humans in sight of birds. The sheltered dock is specifically de-
signed for people to view waterfowl. 

Birding Tower - Bonaza

This birding tower takes advantage of its high 
canopy height.  Birds of prey and high nesting 
species generally like to keep their nest high 
in the canopy so not to let other predators 
invade their space. These are some of the 
more interesting species. This birding tower 
takes advantage of its high canopy height. 

Grassland Shelter - Ortonville Trail

With the reemergence of the Greater 
Praire Chicken, grassland or prairie 
sites are important to the midwest. 
These prairie species once inhabitated 
much of the midwest, but with human 
growth have saw their habitat taken. 
This strucute is desinged for the Orton-
ville trail because of its inhabitance 
along the existing prairie. In addition, 
this shelter offers the opportunity to 
take a break from the trail and relax. 
With the presence of a green roof, the 
shelter is apart of the existing nature. 

Dock Viewing Platform - Ortoville Trail

This observation dock is located on the 
Ortoville trail on the Minnesota River. 
With its close proximity to the Big Stone 
National Wildlife Refuge there are 
many local nesting birds in addition to 
several other migratory species. This 
dock allows users to view birds through 
a horizontal peep hole so not to disturb 
the birds on the water. Waterfowl is 
extremely prevelant on the Minnesota 
River and would be a good additon to 
the existing trail.

Sheltered Water Overlook - Big Stone State Park

The sheltered water overlook is also designed for waterfowl viewing. This viewing platform is 
important because it allows users to spectate birds in more of their natural, undisturbed habi-
tat. State Parks are something everyone can take pride in. This structure makes sense at the 
state park because, currently, there are no observation decks in this area which minimalizes 
the opportunity for bird watchers to actively participate in their hobby.  
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